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ABSTRACT

Accurate predictions in numerical weather models depend on the ability to accurately represent physical

processes across a wide range of scales. This paper evaluates the utility of model time tendencies, averaged over

many forecasts at a given lead time, to diagnose systematic forecast biases in the Advanced Research version of

the Weather Research and Forecasting (WRF) Model during the 2010 North Atlantic hurricane season using

continuously cycled ensemble data assimilation (DA). Erroneously strong low-level heating originates from the

planetary boundary layer parameterization as a consequence of using fixed sea surface temperatures, impacting

the upward surface sensible heat fluxes. Warm temperature bias is observed with a magnitude;0.5K in a deep

tropospheric layer centered;700 hPa, originating primarily from the Kain–Fritsch convective parameterization.

This study is the first to diagnose systematic forecast bias in a limited-area mesoscale model using its forecast

tendencies. Unlike global models where relatively fewer time steps typically encompass a DA cycling period, av-

eraging all short-term forecast tendencies can require potentially large data. It is shown that 30-min averaging in-

tervals can sufficiently represent the systematic model bias in this modeling configuration when initializing forecasts

from an ensemblemember that is generated using aDA systemwith an identical model configuration.However, the

number of time steps beforemodel error begins todominate initial condition (IC) errorsmay vary betweenmodeling

configurations. Model and IC error are indistinguishable in short-term forecasts when initialized from the ensemble

mean, a global analysis from a different model, and an ensemble member using a different parameterization.

1. Introduction

The construction of comprehensive weather and climate

models is one of the greatest challenges in computational

science. Since 2009, the National Center for Atmospheric

Research (NCAR) has been performing tropical cyclone

(TC) real-time forecasts in the Atlantic basin during hur-

ricane season using the Advanced Hurricane Weather

Research and Forecasting (AHW) modeling system (Davis

et al. 2008, 2010; Cavallo et al. 2013). This modeling system

uses an ensemble-based data assimilation (DA) method

[ensemble Kalman filter (EnKF)] with forecasts using a

special versionof theAdvancedResearch (ARW)versionof

the Weather Research and Forecasting (WRF) Model for

TC applications. This ensemble DA approach employs un-

interrupted cycling of forecasts usingARW; that is, eachDA

cycle uses as background a 6-h forecast initialized from the

previous analysis. Systematic drifts of the numerical model

from theobserved atmospheric state hinder the usefulness of

such forecasting approaches, and the source of these model

drifts remain a persistent andunsolved problem inWRFand

in all other numerical weather prediction models.

Each year, the AHW modeling system is frozen during

the hurricane forecasting season, and later its performance

is evaluated. During the performance evaluations, im-

provements are devised, tested, and implemented for use in

subsequent years. However, over time, numerous upgrades
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occur to both the DA and forecast modeling components

that ultimately culminate in complex bias patterns due to

multiple physical interactions and feedbacks, making it

difficult to identify the sources of bias from standard per-

formance metrics. Here, we adopt a method to diagnose

model biases for the AHW modeling system through use

of the analysis increment and the model dynamical and

physical tendencies from short-term model forecasts.

Data assimilation combines models with observations,

and an investigation of the resulting analysis increments can

be used for model evaluation. When averaged over a suffi-

ciently large sample of flow patterns, a nonzero mean

analysis increment allows one to determine the systematic

difference between the model and the observations, and in

the case of unbiased observations, points directly to model

bias.Hence, for stationary systems, a nonzeromean analysis

increment derives from the divergence of the model state

from observations through the model forecast tendencies,

providing a way to decompose themean analysis increment

into the individual contributions of model bias arising from

the dynamical tendencies and physical parameterizations

(e.g., Klinker and Sardeshmukh 1992). If an initial atmo-

spheric state is exactly correct, then the short lead-time er-

rors in a forecast initialized from this atmospheric state are

attributable to the errors in the forecast model.

The use of short-term model forecast tendencies to di-

agnose model error is best utilized when the analysis used

to initialize a forecast is produced by aDAsystemusing the

same model (e.g., Rodwell and Palmer 2007). In these ca-

ses, the analysis is referred to as a ‘‘native’’ analysis since

the same model is used in both the DA and forecasts, and

the use of short-term model forecast tendencies in di-

agnosing systematicmodel error is referred to as the ‘‘initial

tendency’’ method (e.g., Klocke and Rodwell 2014). The

departure of the short-term forecasts from the observed

atmospheric state in the early time steps allows for the

potential identification of process-level errors, and this

growth of errors is referred to as model ‘‘spinup’’ (Rodwell

and Palmer 2007). There is often a distinct initial transition

where the model parameterizations adjust from initial

conditions, and Rodwell and Palmer (2007) found that this

adjustment occurred mainly during the first time step.

Centers that perform model simulations that are initial-

ized from their own DA system, such as the European

Centre for Medium-Range Weather Forecasts (ECMWF),

and the Met Office, routinely use the initial tendency

method to diagnose and correct model bias. It has been

shown to be particularly effective when implementing

model upgrades, such as described by Rodwell and Jung

(2008), where the technique demonstrated that a new aero-

sol climatology introduced a warm low-level temperature

bias that enhanced convection. Martin et al. (2010) used this

approach to reduce long-term systematic errors in the Met

Office Unified Model tropical circulation and precipitation

distribution and the Northern Hemisphere continental sur-

face temperature and moisture biases. The initial tendency

method canalso beused in climatemodels, as demonstrated

by Kay et al. (2011) with atmospheric analyses generated

with the Community Atmosphere Model, version 4

(CAM4), where short-term CAM4 forecasts were used to

diagnose the source of unrealistic cloud increases in the

model over open Arctic Ocean water.

To better understand the source of model bias in

general circulationmodels (GCMs), Phillips et al. (2004)

proposed the idea of running climate models in ‘‘weather

forecast mode,’’ meaning that short-term forecasts are

initialized from a given analysis or reanalysis based on

observations of the atmospheric state. From this per-

spective, the initial state of the model is considered to be

correct, and thus early forecast errors are expected to

be associated with errors in the model formulation (e.g.,

Williams and Brooks 2008; Xie et al. 2012; Williams et al.

2013). Many of the physical processes evolve on fast time

scales (such as cloud microphysical processes, radiative

processes, or turbulence), such that once these errors are

established, the model state becomes a less accurate es-

timate of the atmosphere. Therefore, from this perspec-

tive, the evolution of long-term climate model bias can be

studied by examining the model tendencies from short-

term ‘‘weather’’ forecasts. However, for climate models,

the DA system that provides the initial conditions does not

usually use the samemodel. Thus, in this case, forecasts are

initialized from ‘‘nonnative’’ analyses produced with a dif-

ferent forecast model, and the approach to examine the

model bias using short-termmodel tendencies is referred to

as the ‘‘transpose-AMIP’’ method since it was adopted in

the Transpose Atmospheric Model Intercomparison Proj-

ect (transpose-AMIP; http://www.transpose-amip.info;

Williams et al. 2013). However, because forecasts begin

fromnonnative initial conditions, there is additional error at

short lead times that is due to the forecastmodel’s drift to its

own attractor and is referred to as ‘‘initial shock’’ (Klocke

andRodwell 2014). The time scales forwhich this additional

drift occurs is not well understood, thereby yielding con-

siderable uncertainty regarding the appropriate forecast

time steps to evaluate short-term forecast tendencies.

The transpose-AMIP method has successfully been

applied at centers that do not have DA systems on hand.

In these cases, GCM forecasts are initialized from an

analysis that is produced from an operational numerical

weather prediction model, such that the initial state of

the model is derived from a reasonably sophisticated

estimate of the true atmospheric state. The Cloud-

Associated Parameterizations Testbed (CAPT) has

shown that deficiencies inGCMparameterizations often

cannot be easily identified by merely analyzing climate
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statistics, and that analyzing short-term forecasts in

GCMs is a more effective way to identify these weak-

nesses (e.g., Phillips et al. 2004; Williamson et al. 2005;

Williamson and Olson 2007; Hannay et al. 2009;

Medeiros et al. 2012).Williamson et al. (2005) compared

moisture tendencies averaged over many forecasts from

CAM, version 2 (CAM2), with estimates from obser-

vations from two intensive observing periods (IOPs)

at the Atmospheric Radiation Measurement (ARM)

Southern Great Plains site. They found that the largest

forecast errors formed from fast processes that occurred

within the first 24h, and that subsequent errors evolved

slowly in response to the early errors.While they were able

to attribute a substantial contribution of model bias to the

convective parameterization during the summer-season

IOP, relatively biased initial conditions could not be elim-

inated as a source leading to the large model tendencies

since forecasts were initialized from nonnative analyses.

Williamson and Olson (2007) used CAM, version 3

(CAM3), to find that the error patterns were similar to

CAM2 with regard to the fast-scale errors evolving within

the first 24h. Decomposition of the individual tendency

components led to diagnosing and correcting an issue in the

shallow convection scheme, which subsequently alleviated

the model bias. Hannay et al. (2009) compared observa-

tions from the Eastern Pacific Investigation of Climate

Processes in the Coupled Ocean–Atmosphere System

(EPIC) IOP to four different GCMs, and found that these

models typically produced a planetary boundary layer

(PBL) that was too shallow. Short-term model tendencies

from five different global GCMs exposed an accumulation

of model error from an erroneous positive feedback be-

tween cloud layers that were often too thin and boundary

layers that were too shallow (Williams et al. 2013).

While the initial tendency approach has been commonly

used in global GCMs, it has yet to be applied to limited-

area mesoscale numerical weather prediction models.

Here, we utilize the initial tendency approach to diagnose

sources of model bias in the Advanced Hurricane WRF

system. We test this approach during the 2010 North

Atlantic hurricane season during a 15-day period of

continuously cycled ensemble DA. Section 2 describes

the method we employ with this technique. We discuss

the evaluation of this approach in section 3, with a sum-

mary of the relevant results given in section 4.

2. Methods

a. AHW and the AHW–DART system overview

The AHW Model (Davis et al. 2008) and ensemble

DA system using the implementation of the ensemble

adjustment Kalman filter (EAKF) in the Data Assimi-

lation Research Testbed (DART) (Anderson et al.

2009) is used in this study. This system is described by

Torn (2010) and Cavallo et al. (2013), and the interested

reader is directed to those manuscripts for more details.

We subsequently refer to this combined modeling and

DA system asAHW–DART.Model biases are examined

using this system during the 2010 Atlantic hurricane

season. Changes implemented for the 2010 simulations

used in the present study are provided below.

In the 2010 implementation of this system, real-time

ensemble analyses are generated every 6h from 28 July to

7 November 2010 by cycling a 96-member EAKF system

over a limited-area domain with 36-km horizontal grid

spacing and 289x 3 174y 3 36z grid points, respectively

(Fig. 1a). The ensemble is initially generated by drawing

random perturbations to the National Centers for Envi-

ronmental Prediction (NCEP) error covariances from the

WRF VAR system (Barker et al. 2004) to create de-

viations from the ensemble mean for each ensemble

member (Torn et al. 2006). The resulting perturbations are

then scaled and added to the 36-h NCEP Global Forecast

System (GFS) forecast valid at the initial starting time.

Automated Surface Observing System (ASOS) stations,

ships, buoys, rawindsondes, aircraft dropsondes, cloud

motion vectors (Velden et al. 2005), aircraft data from the

Aircraft Communication Addressing and Reporting Sys-

tem (ACARS), real-time estimates of TC position and

minimum sea level pressure (SLP) produced by the Na-

tional Hurricane Center (NHC; i.e., working best track or

TCVitals), and Constellation Observing System for Me-

teorology, Ionosphere and Climate (COSMIC) global

positioning system (GPS) refractivity profiles (Anthes

et al. 2008) are assimilated. After an analysis is completed

on the 36-km grid, a moving nest with 12-km grid spacing

(1000km 3 1000km) centered on the TC position is gen-

erated for each system that NHC designates as an ‘‘invest’’

area or greater in real timeby interpolating from the 36-km

grid. Each ensemble member is integrated forward to the

next assimilation time on this 12-km two-way interactive

nest, which follows theTCbased on itsmovement from the

NHC advisory position over the previous 6h for the re-

mainder of its life cycle or until NHC declares that it is no

longer tropical. Observations are also assimilated on this

domain every 6h when observations are assimilated on

the 36-km grid. In the subsequent analysis, all calculations

are performed on the 36-km grid unless otherwise noted.

The ensemble members are advanced in time using a

third-order Runge–Kutta method with fifth-order hori-

zontal advection within ARW version 3.1.1 (Skamarock

et al. 2008) with the following physics choices: Rapid

Radiative Transfer Model (RRTM) longwave radiation

(Mlawer et al. 1997) employing an upper-boundary

longwave radiation correction (Cavallo et al. 2011),

the National Aeronautics and Space Administration
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(NASA) Goddard shortwave radiation (Chou and

Suarez 1994), WRF single-moment 5-class microphysics

scheme (WSM5; Hong et al. 2004), Kain–Fritsch cumulus

convection (Kain and Fritsch 1990), Yonsei University

(YSU) planetary boundary layer (Hong and Pan 1996),

thermal diffusion surface physics (Dudhia 1996), and

Monin–Obukhov surface layer physics (Paulson 1970;

Dyer and Hicks 1970; Webb 1970).

Model bias is apparent in the 2010 real-time AHW

system when comparing radiosonde, dropsonde, and

ACARS observations to 6-h AHW forecasts (Fig. 2).

Model forecast temperatures are warmer than radiosonde

observations throughout the troposphere, except near

the surface (Fig. 2a). A similar warm tropospheric

temperature bias is present with respect to ACARS

and dropsondes below ; 400hPa (Figs. 2c,e) and has a

peak magnitude of ; 0.5K near the 700-hPa level.

Above 400 hPa, the forecast biases relative to ACARS

and radiosondes have opposite signs. This points to

observational errors either in ACARS or in the radio-

sonde measurements [with bias in ACARS most likely;

see Ballish and Kumar (2008)], whatever the actual

AHW forecast bias may be. The following section

outlines a method to diagnose the sources of model

FIG. 1. (a) Parent 36-km domain and NHC tropical cyclone advisory tracks from 1 to 15 Aug

2010. (b) Cartoon of the analysis–forecast cycle for potential temperature u. The data assimi-

lation cycle is indicated by subscript index i, ranging from cycle number 0 to m, while model

time step is denoted by index j, ranging from 0 to n. Observations are indicated by the thick, black

line labeled uo(t). The gray line denotes an ensemble mean forecast evolution in potential tem-

perature, where the initial state is equal to the ensemblemean values. Superscripts a and b refer to

values valid at the analysis (after data assimilation) and background forecast times (before data

assimilation), respectively. Potential temperature ensemble mean analysis increment at data

assimilation cycle i is indicated by INCi. [Adapted from Rodwell and Palmer (2007).]
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biases in the absence of systematic observation biases.

Given that there are possible observation errors around

250hPa, we focus on diagnosing the broad tropospheric

warm temperature biases described above at pressure

levels greater than 400hPa.

b. Time-averaged tendencies

A schematic diagram of a cycled DA system following

Rodwell and Palmer (2007) is shown in Fig. 1b for the

potential temperature (u) state variable. The schematic

represents a situation for which there is a model bias in

potential temperature, illustrated in the divergence of

model forecasts (ubi,j) from the observed state uo(t)

during model time steps j5 0 to j5 n beginning at each

ith assimilation time. At each ith assimilation time, new

observations with sufficiently small observation error

shift model forecast values at model time step n (ubi21,n)

toward the observed state [uo(t)] to form a new model

analysis (uai,0). The difference between the model

analysis and background model forecast values valid at

the same time (uai,0 2 ubi21,n) is the analysis increment

(INCi). If both the observations and model are un-

biased, then when averaged over many forecasts, INCi

will be zero, and the observed and modeled values are

identical. If observation error is random, then over

many samples, the mean observation error is zero. In

FIG. 2. AverageAHW6-h forecast bias (forecast2 observation) with respect to (a),(b) radiosonde; (c),(d)ACARS; and (e),(f) dropsonde

observations averaged over the (a),(c),(e) entire season and (b),(d),(f) period 0000 UTC 1 Aug–1800 UTC 15 Aug.
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this case, a nonzero analysis increment measures the

errors in the model due to the model’s representation

of the atmosphere’s physical or dynamical processes.

From Fig. 1b, the analysis increment and mean model

tendencies at the ith DA cycle are as follows:

INC
i
5 uai,0 2 ubi21,n and (1)

_u
b

i 5
ubi,n 2 uai,0

Dt
i

5
1

n
�
n

j50

_u
b

i,j , (2)

where uai and ubi are the model’s analysis and back-

ground potential temperature of the ith DA cycle,

respectively; _u
b

i is the mean potential temperature

model forecast tendency averaged over n model time

steps on the ith DA cycle; and Dti is the length of DA

cycles. Since Dti 5 constant, we define Dti 5Dtda. Sum-

ming over m DA cycles and separating the endpoints,

(1) becomes

�
m

i51

INC
i
5 �

m21

i51

(uai,0 2 ubi21,n)1 uam,0 2 ubm21,n . (3)

Adding and subtracting�m21

i51 ubi,n into (3), solving for ubi,n
in (2), and substituting its summation into (3) expands

the analysis increment to

�
m

i51

INC
i
52Dt

da �
m21

i51

_u
b

i 1�
m21

i51

(ubi,n2ubi21,n)1 uam,0 2 ubm21,n .

(4)

Noting that

�
m21

i51

(ubi,n 2 ubi21,n)5 (ub1,n 2 ub0,n)1 (ub2,n 2 ub1,n)

1 (ub3,n 2 ub2,n)1⋯1 (ubm21,n 2 ubm22,n)

52ub0,n 1 ubm21,n , (5)

then substitution of the above into (4) leaves us with

�
m

i51

INC
i
52Dt

da �
m21

i51

_u
b

i 1 uam,0 2 ub0,n . (6)

Noting from (2) that ub0,n 5Dtda _u0 1 ua0,0, then sub-

stitution into the above yields the form of the analysis

increment used subsequently:

�
m

i51

INC
i
52Dt

da �
m21

i50

_u
b

i 1 uam,0 2 ua0,0

52Dt
da �

m21

i50

_u
b

i 1 analysis drift , (7)

where analysis drift 5uam,0 2 ua0,0 is the difference be-

tween analysis values of u. The last term on the right-

hand-side of (7) is associated with the natural evolution

in u that occurs over the duration of the analysis period.

Furthermore, Klinker and Sardeshmukh (1992) and

Rodwell and Palmer (2007) showed that the systematic

model bias can be established by using only the mean of

the initial forecast tendencies from the first few model

time steps, meaning that only short forecast segments

are needed to determine the systematic model bias.

Given the above relationship between the mean initial

tendencies and the analysis increment, we subsequently

refer to this method as the mean initial tendency and

analysis (MITA) increment method for brevity.

In the WRF Model, the mean potential temperature

forecast tendency over a short term forecast of timeDti is
the mean of the sum of the potential temperature fore-

cast tendencies from themodel’s dynamical and physical

numerical schemes:

_u
b

i 5
1

n
�
n

j50

( _u
dynamics,j

1 _u
physics,j

) and (8)

_ub
i 5

1

n
�
n

j50

( _u
dynamics,j

1 _u
radiation,j

1 _u
latentheating,j

1 _u
cumulus,j

1 _u
pbl,j

) , (9)

where _udynamics,j, _uradiation,j, _ulatent heating,j, _ucumulus,j, and _upbl,j
are the potential temperature forecast tendencies at

forecast step j from the dynamics, radiation scheme,

grid-scale microphysical scheme, subgrid-scale convective

heating parameterization scheme, and the PBL scheme (in-

cluding model mixing and diffusion processes), respectively;

and _uphysics,j 5 _uradiation,j 1 _ulatent heating,j 1 _ucumulus,j 1 _upbl,j is the

net physics forecast tendency.

In this study, we initialize a series of short-term fore-

casts from AHW initial conditions (ICs) and use the

same model to compute the mean initial forecast ten-

dencies, _u
b

i , and average them overmDA cycles. Short-

term forecasts in this study are considered forecasts with

lead times that are shorter than theDA cycling period of

6 h, since the analysis increment is the difference be-

tween 6-h forecasts and analyses. We also retain the

individual tendency components given by (9) in order to

diagnose the component of the model bias in the AHW

system. Model u tendencies are output at every model

time step of Dt5 200 s. Because of the large amount of

data generated by this frequent output interval, a single

ensemble member is arbitrarily chosen as the ICs for all

short-term forecasts and a 15-day subset of the entire
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AHWcycling period is examined.We choose to perform

these 60 short-term AHW forecasts from 0000 UTC

1 August to 1800 UTC 15 August 2010. Seasonal drift is

included in our computations in the analysis drift term in

(7). A starting time early in theDA cycling period, while

allowing several days for the system to have equilibrated

away from the GFS initial conditions on 28 July 2010, is

chosen here. To summarize results for the entire do-

main, we spatially average quantities over every grid

point on each vertical level, including all land and water

points, and excluding the four nearest grid points to the

model boundary. A comparison of the all terms com-

puted from (7) during this period shows that the in-

dependent computation of the terms in the right-hand

side of (7) for the 60–90-min forecast segments over all

DA cycles closely matches the analysis increment, thus

verifying our implementation of this method (Fig. 3a).

We average short-term forecast tendencies in 30-min

intervals, with the starting time of each interval evenly

spaced by exactly 1 hour. Two different stages in model

adjustment can be highlighted when comparing the initial

0–30-min forecast tendencies with the 60–90-min forecast

tendencies; these results will be discussed in greater detail

in section 3. This sensitivity of a temporal averaging period

of the short-term forecasts was evident in Bretherton et al.

(1995), where bias patterns differed between 1- and 5-h

forecasts. While appropriate averaging intervals have not

yet been determined, and very likely depend on themodel,

routine use of this technique at ECMWF generally takes

averages of the tendencies over the entireDAperiod (e.g.,

Rodwell and Jung 2008).Here, we also investigate how the

tendencies vary over the assimilation interval, for two

reasons. First, as will be seen below, there are nontrivial

variations of the time-averaged tendencies within the as-

similation window that are important to understand. Sec-

ond, our implementation of the MITA increment method

involves saving model output at each time step before

averaging, which requires considerable disk space and led

us to consider shorter averaging intervals.1

We establish statistical significance of _u as follows.

Forecast tendencies of the chosen 30-min interval

described above are averaged for eachDAcycle to obtain

6-h average tendencies over the 15-day subset period of

evaluation so that we have exactly 60 evenly spaced time

series data points at each vertical level. Variations that

are due to the diurnal cycle are then removed by com-

puting running 24-h averages over the tendencies. The

tendencies are resampled 10000 times with replacement

and accounting for serial correlation using a moving-

blocks bootstrap resampling method where each time

series is divided evenly into 4 blocks (Wilks 2011, section

5.3). We use 70% confidence intervals following Rodwell

and Palmer (2007). All results discussed are at levels for

which the mean forecast tendencies are statistically dis-

tinguishable from zero following this procedure and are

shown in Fig. 3a.

3. Evaluation over the Atlantic hurricane basin
during the 2010 season

We choose the period 0000 UTC 1 August–1800 UTC

15 August 2010 to implement the MITA increment

method because of the relative inactivity in TCs and,

thus, the lack of anomalous TC effects. During this pe-

riod, Tropical Storm Colin forms out of an African

easterly wave at 1500 UTC 2August, and is downgraded

below tropical depression status by NHC at 2100 UTC 3

August (Fig. 1a). Colin reforms on 5 August and quickly

reaches its maximum wind of 60 kt (;31ms21) and

minimum SLP of 1005hPa. Tropical Depression Five

forms and decays in the Gulf of Mexico at 2300 UTC

10 August–2100 UTC 11 August. Model bias within this

period is similar to the bias of the full season (Fig. 2).

a. Application to forecasts initialized from an
individual ensemble member

Time-averaged forecast tendencies for forecasts ini-

tialized from ensemble member 31 during the first

30min of all simulations show little similarity to the

model bias with respect to observations (cf. Figs. 2 and

3b). In particular, there is a broad local maximum in

u bias ;700 hPa with respect to observations. In the

forecast tendencies, both the dynamics and physics

components exhibit local maxima or minima around

450 hPa, which corresponds primarily to the large time-

step dynamics2 tendencies and to the tendencies from

the microphysics and convective heating parameteriza-

tions (Fig. 4).

Given the short time steps in our mesoscale limited-

area model (LAM) system in comparison to typical

1 After submission of this paper, we changed our implementation

to accumulating the temporal averages during the model

integration.

2 The WRF Model employs a split-explicit third-order Runge–

Kutta (RK3) integration scheme (Wicker and Skamarock 2002).

This consists of dividing the model physics and dynamics into slow

and fast components. For example, advection, Coriolis, and diffu-

sive tendencies are accumulated into a tendency referred to as

‘‘large time-step dynamics’’ and integrated using a time step Dt.
Using these tendencies, fast components such as the acoustic and

gravity wave modes are integrated using a small time step where

Dts 5Dt/N, where N is the number of small time steps; we refer to

these accumulated fast tendencies as ‘‘small time-step dynamics.’’
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global GCMs, it is not immediately obvious which time

steps within our 6-h cycling period best encapsulates the

net model bias. To examine this aspect, we extend our

analysis to the 60–90-min forecast tendencies. A com-

parison of the 60–90-min tendencies with the 0–30-min

tendencies reveals that the later forecast tendencies

more closely resemble those from the net 6-h bias and

the mean model tendency averaged over the entire 6-h

DA cycling period (cf. Figs. 3 and 2). The 60–90-min

forecast tendencies exhibit a pronounced maximum

FIG. 3. Time-averaged vertical profiles of the 60–90-min forecast tendencies (‘‘tendencies’’;

dark gray line), analysis drift (‘‘endpoints’’; black dashed line), right-hand side of (7) (‘‘RHS’’;

black ‘‘3’’), and analysis increment (light gray line) for forecasts initialized with ensemble

member 31. Error bars corresponding to the forecast tendencies represent the 70% confi-

dence intervals as described in the text. Levels at which the tendencies are statistically dif-

ferent from zero are denoted by gray circles. (b) Time-averaged vertical profiles of the net

tendencies averaged from 0 to 30min (black) and from 60 to 90min (solid light gray). The

change in theta between the initial time and hour 6 is shown for comparison with a light

dashed gray line. Values are temporal averages over the period 0000 UTC 1 Aug–1800 UTC

15 Aug 2010 and are spatially averaged over the entire domain, but not including points

within 4 grid points of the domain boundary.
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near the surface, and a vertically broad net positive

tendency in the middle troposphere from ;875hPa

upward to ;275 hPa. For the subsequent discussion, we

refer to the tendency patterns evident in Fig. 3 by lo-

cations where local maxima or minima on vertical iso-

baric levels are apparent: the near surface (1000hPa) or

the middle troposphere (275–875hPa).

Although the dynamics and physics tendencies largely

cancel each other, a net tendency imbalance remains

with positive tendencies in the middle troposphere,

strongly positive near-surface tendencies, and negative

near-tropopause tendencies (Figs. 3 and 5a). The mean

dynamics tendencies are negative at all levels below

250hPa, with large contributions from both the large

and small time-step dynamics tendencies (Fig. 5c). The

positive near-surface tendencies are dominated by a

mean positive tendency of over 4Kday21 in the PBL

scheme (Fig. 5e). In the middle troposphere, the con-

vection scheme contains the largest positive tendencies,

with mean heating rates exceeding 2Kday21. The maxi-

mum physics tendencies are located around 400hPa,

where there are substantial contributions from both the

convection and microphysics schemes. The convective

heating parameterization appears to frequently trigger

deep convection, followed by evaporative cooling derived

from the grid-scale microphysical heating parameteriza-

tion as precipitation falls below the cloud level. Radiative

cooling rates are around 21.2Kday21 with peak cooling

near the tropopause around 225hPa. Weaker radiative

cooling rates above the tropopause are a reflection of

lower concentrations ofwater vapor sincewater vapor is a

strong absorber in longwave bands (e.g., Cavallo et al.

2011). The peak in near-tropopause diabatic cooling is

likely a combination of maximum latent heating re-

maining below the tropopause, and enhanced longwave

radiative cooling rates above clouds and near the tropo-

pause where water vapor concentrations decrease rapidly

with height.

The greatest changes in forecast tendencies between

the 0–30- and 60–90-min time steps are in the physics

tendencies, with a mean increase (decrease) at all ver-

tical levels below (above) 125hPa (Fig. 5b). Differences

in large and small time-step tendencies have opposing

signs, yielding an almost complete cancellation in the

net dynamics changes (Fig. 5d). Increases in upper-

tropospheric physics tendencies derive from increases

in both the microphysical and convective heating ten-

dencies (Fig. 5f). In the lower troposphere, there is a

large increase in PBL heating of 0.6Kday21 with the

maximum increase at the surface; there is a correspond-

ing increase in convective heating of the same magnitude

;925hPa. The large increase in the physics tendencies

relative to dynamics tendencies is consistent with a

conclusion of Rodwell and Palmer (2007) that the be-

havior of the first time step is different from those in

subsequent time steps due to an initial adjustment of the

model’s physical parameterizations. Given their use of a

FIG. 4. Comparison of time-averaged vertical profiles of (a) net

(black line), dynamics (blue line), and physics (red line) tendencies;

(b) net dynamics (blue line), large time-step dynamics (green line),

and small time-step dynamics (red line) tendencies; and (c) net

diabatic (black line), radiation (red line), microphysics (blue line),

planetary boundary layer (magenta line), and cumulus (green line)

tendencies from forecasts initialized from the ensemble member

31. Tendencies are averaged over the 0–30-min period of each

simulation over the period 1–15 Aug 2010 and over the entire

domain, but not including points within 4 grid points of the domain

boundary.
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FIG. 5. (a),(c),(e) Comparison of time-averaged vertical profiles of (a) net (black line), dynamics (blue line), and

physics (red line) tendencies; (c) net dynamics (blue line), large time-step dynamics (green line), and small time-

step dynamics (red line) tendencies; and (e) net diabatic (black line), radiation (red line), microphysics (blue line),

planetary boundary layer (magenta line), and cumulus (green line) tendencies from forecasts initialized from

the ensemble member 31 averaged over the 60–90-min period of each simulation over the period 1–15 Aug 2010

and over the entire domain, but not including points within 4 grid points of the domain boundary. (b),(d),(f) As in

(a),(c),(e), but for the time-averaged tendencies over the 60–90-min period of each simulation minus the time-

averaged tendencies over the 0–30-min period of each simulation.
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global GCM with a model time step of 30min in com-

parison to 3.33min used here, it is plausible that this ini-

tial adjustment may occur over many time steps; we will

refer to this as a ‘‘fast’’ component of model adjustment

and examine this behavior in more detail later in this

section.

The tendencies near the surface are strongly indicative

of an erroneous surface heat flux, potentially enhancing

low-level instability and convective cloud formation. The

1000-hPa analysis increment makes it immediately ap-

parent that there is a large area over which negative

analysis increments are present over the northern At-

lantic Ocean north of 308N and over the Gulf of Mexico

(Fig. 6a). Note from (7) that the mean analysis increment

should be approximately equal in magnitude but of op-

posite sign to the mean model tendencies (Fig. 6b). The

analysis increment and model tendency patterns show

that there is a consistent contrast between observations

and model forecasts; that is, the assimilation of observa-

tions is consistently counteracting the low-level heating

produced in the model forecast simulations. Differences

with GFS analyzed sea surface temperatures (SSTs)

during the same period confirm that SSTs are consider-

ably warmer in AHW–DART (Fig. 6c). This diagnosis

led to the discovery that SSTs were not being updated in

the AHW–DART system in real time. This example

demonstrates use of the MITA increment method and

how it can be used to identify and alleviate issues in

complex modeling systems such as AHW–DART. Upon

this discovery, SSTs in the AHW–DART system were

corrected during real-time operations so that subsequent

problems did not persist through the remainder of the

TC season.

We now evaluate the source of bias in the middle

troposphere at 700 hPa, where there is a relatively strong

and statistically significant departure of _u from zero. The

net physics tendencies have an oscillatory pattern,

varying around 1Kday21, and this oscillatory pattern

derives from the convective heating tendency (Fig. 7a).

Examination of tendencies at every model time step

elucidates the reason for the discrepancy discussed

earlier between the 0–30- and 60–90-min mean tenden-

cies. In particular, there is an apparent fast component

of model adjustment, where the net physics tendencies

begin at 21.2Kday21 on the first time step, followed

by a rapid increase to 10.6Kday21 on the second time

step. This fast component of model adjustment in the

first two time steps occurs over a time of 6.67min.

Subsequently, the tendencies rather quickly equilibrate

to heating rates around 11.25Kday21 for the duration

of theDA cycling period. There remain slow increases in

convective heating rates for ;16 time steps (appro-

ximately 50min) followed by brief and ‘‘sudden’’

decreases approximately every hour. The sudden

changes that occur every hour in the convective pa-

rameterization occur at the convective adjustment time

scale that is set within the parameterization. The con-

vective adjustment time scale is approximately the time

scale for clouds to advect over one grid element, de-

termines how often convective initiation is checked for

on each grid point, and is restricted to be within 1800–

3600 s (e.g., Kain and Fritsch 1993; Bullock et al. 2015).

Here, average wind speeds at common cloud levels

between 850 and 500 hPa range from 4.9 to 7.7m s21,

respectively, so that with a grid spacing of 36 km, the

advective time scale is exactly 1 h. Once a grid point is

flagged as ‘‘convective,’’ then convective heating rates

will be computed on that grid point for the duration of

the convective adjustment time period. The convective

heating rate can subsequently change at each model

time step due to feedbacks with the model’s other pa-

rameterized heating rates.

In addition to the oscillatory pattern in convective

heating rates at 700 hPa discussed above, there is a slow

increase in the magnitude of convective heating until

the end of the convective adjustment time period. The

PBL tendencies are nearly zero at 700 hPa, while both

the microphysics and radiation tendencies are negative,

but much smaller in magnitude than the convective

heating tendencies. Since all other tendency compo-

nents are steady in comparison to the convective heating

term, it is quite evident that the oscillatory pattern in the

total physics tendencies is derived from the convective

heating parameterization, and it is evident that the net

positive imbalance in tendencies is derived from the

convective heating parameterization. Furthermore, the

MITA increment method cannot be applied over at

least the first two time steps in order to correctly di-

agnose the systematic bias in our modeling configura-

tion, as the systematic bias is representative of the

equilibrium tendencies after the fast component of

model adjustment has occurred (cf. Figs. 3 and 7a).

Moreover, it is also apparent that there are time steps

throughout the 6-h forecast integration that alsomay not

be representative of the systematic bias due to the

convective adjustments computed within the Kain–

Fritsch convective parameterization.

The character of the model spinup from initial con-

ditions seen here is somewhat unexpected, in that the

tendencies from the first time steps are not representa-

tive of the systematic model bias, as might be expected

from the results of Klinker and Sardeshmukh (1992)

and Rodwell and Palmer (2007). Furthermore, given

that the same forecast model is used between theAHW–

DART DA system and forecast tendencies discussed

here so far, and assuming the DA is adequate, we
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expect a relatively fast adjustment from initial conditions.

We now explore the spinup process in more detail by

performing transpose-AMIP-type experiments where the

model configuration and initial conditions are varied to

determine whether short-term forecasts can be utilized

with the MITA increment method in our mesoscale

modeling configuration; experiments are summarized in

Table 1. In the first experiment (E1), model physics are

FIG. 6. Ensemble member 31 1000-hPa potential temperature mean (a) analysis increment, (b) net

model tendency,and(c)differencebetweenAHW–DARTandGFS(AHW–DART2GFS)seasurface

temperature field. Averages are computed over the period 0000 UTC 1 Aug–1800 UTC 15 Aug 2010.
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identical to the AHW–DART control, but forecasts are

initialized with the operational version of GFS analyses.

In the second experiment (E2), model physics are iden-

tical to AHW–DART, but forecasts are initialized with

the AHW–DART ensemble-mean analyses instead of

ensemblemember 31. In the third experiment (E3), initial

conditions are the same as in the control, but forecast

simulations are performed using the Tiedtke convective

parameterization (Zhang et al. 2011), since it has been

previously shown to exhibit lower convective heating

rates over tropical regions (Torn and Davis 2012).

Results show substantial differences in the mean

forecast tendencies between experiments (Fig. 8), with

statistically significant differences at all levels between

350 and 850 hPa. To further evaluate these differences,

we examine the forecast tendencies at 700 hPa. If we

would like to use the forecast tendencies to diagnose

systematic model bias, then it is desirable that the ten-

dencies equilibrate to a nearly constant value. That is,

the analysis increment diagnoses the mean drift of the

model state from observations over the duration of a

DA cycling period. Net forecast tendencies that are

consistently close to the negative value of this mean

analysis increment overmany time steps lends confidence

that those forecast tendencies in particular represent the

model trajectories that evolve the state toward the bi-

ased state present at the end of the DA cycling period.

We would also expect that if model error dominates the

influence of initial conditions, then the forecast tenden-

cies in the experiments would become indistinguishable

from the control, implying that the forecasts are on the

same ‘‘trajectory’’ as those in the control (Klocke and

Rodwell 2014). A comparison of the 700-hPa forecast

tendencies averaged over each of the 30-min forecast

intervals for all experiments is shown in Fig. 7b. In the

control, the 60–90-min forecast tendencies are nearly

identical to all subsequent averaging intervals. In all other

experiments, forecast tendencies are still changing

through hour five, reducing confidence that those ten-

dencies represent the systematic model bias. Moreover,

at forecast hour five, the tendency magnitudes are signifi-

cantly different among the experiments: 10.75Kday21

in E1, 20.25Kday21 in E2, and 20.6Kday21 in E3,

compared to 10.1Kday21 in the control. The large ten-

dency differences in all experiments relative to the control,

even by the end of our short-term forecast period, implies

that none of the forecasts have reached a time window

where local model error dominates and the MITA in-

crement method can be successfully applied. This suggests

that we can only use the control to diagnose themodel bias

with much confidence. All experiments show an initial fast

model adjustment component, where the net tendency is

initially negative. In all experiments except for the control,

this stage is followed by a slower model adjustment com-

ponent where it takes hours to days before tendencies

reach a nearly steady value. Regarding the overall model

adjustment process, we conclude from these experiments

that it is minimized when ICs are an individual ensemble

member, and that even using the first few time steps to

diagnose model bias in a mesoscale model will provide

misleading results about the source of bias. For example, if

using ensemble mean or GFS ICs, applying the MITA

increment method to the first 50 time steps may not be

sufficient to correctly diagnose the systematic model bias.

The number of time steps that it takes the model ten-

dencies to achieve a quasi-constant state likely depends

FIG. 7. Ensemble member 31 (control) 700-hPa potential tem-

perature model (a) tendencies at each time step for each physics

component and (b) total tendencies averaged over 30-min intervals

ending at the time denoted with a filled circle for forecasts initial-

ized using GFS (solid black line; E1), AHW–DART ensemble

mean (dashed line, dark gray line; E2), and AHW–DART en-

semble member 31 with Tiedtke convection (dashed, light gray

line; E3). Tendencies in both (a) and (b) are composites over the

period 0000UTC 1Aug–1800UTC 15Aug 2010. The tendencies in

(a) include the net physics tendency (solid, black circles), radiation

(solid, dark gray circles), cumulus (solid, light gray circles), mi-

crophysics (dashed, dark gray circles), PBL (dashed, light gray

circles), and net dynamics tendencies (solid, black triangles).
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on several factors, including horizontal grid spacing,

model time step, and the specific choice of physics

parameterizations.

b. Experiment E1: Initializing forecasts from a
nonnative analysis

The forecast tendencies in E1 do not equilibrate by

forecast hour five, and in fact, do not do so until around

forecast day 3 (not shown). However, toward the end of

the DA cycle when the magnitude of the net tendencies

are changing the least in time (recall Fig. 7b), the sign of

the mean tendency is the same as in the control, and the

time-averaged vertical profiles exhibit a similar pattern

to the control in themiddle troposphere (recall Fig. 8). It

is worth exploring whether the MITA increment

method could lead to the same conclusion as with the

control.

To evaluate whether the E1 tendencies are repre-

sentative of the systematic model bias, we compare

mean tendencies ending at hour five of experiment E1

with the mean 60–90-min forecast tendencies during the

control case (Fig. 9). The net tendencies are ;7 times

stronger throughout the middle troposphere from ;500

to 850 hPa than in the control case, with substantially

larger dynamics and large time-step dynamics tenden-

cies, particularly around 400 hPa (Figs. 9a–d). The shape

of the vertical physics tendency profile is similar to the

control case except with slightly larger (smaller) tropo-

spheric values below (above) 500hPa, primarily associated

with additional microphysical and convective heating

(Figs. 9e,f). The increase in convective heating, alone, in

the middle troposphere around 700hPa is responsible for

almost the entire increase in heating from the physics pa-

rameterizations, and is larger than the total heating in the

control. There is less heating in the PBL scheme near the

surface because SSTs are from GFS ICs and, thus, are not

erroneously fixed as in the control. Given that the erro-

neous PBL heating is not because of a parameterized

process error in the PBL scheme itself, it appears that this

experiment would correctly indicate the possibility that

there is a physical process error in the convective heating

while correctly providing no indication of erroneous

heating from the PBL parameterization. However, the

fact still remains that the average behaviors of the two

forecast trajectories are drastically different (recall

Fig. 7b), and, therefore, the tendencies are dominated by

systematic differences in the initial conditions. This per-

haps is an indication that on individual grid points, the

tendencies move u forward in time correctly, but that the

different scales of motion from GFS ICs leads to con-

vective initiation over more grid points, and therefore

leads to a higher mean tendency.

c. Experiment E2: Initializing forecasts from the
ensemble mean

Though it is somewhat expected that forecasts ini-

tialized from ICs of another model may take longer to

equilibrate to a balanced model state, the reason is not

immediately apparent why forecasts initialized from an

ensemble mean of the same ensemble exhibit similar

imbalance characteristics. We first note that the net

forecast tendencies do not balance the analysis in-

crement for forecasts initialized from the ensemble

mean (Fig. 10a). After some consideration, it is impor-

tant to note that the ensemble mean of the 6-h forecasts,
fubi,n, does not equal the 6-h deterministic forecast ini-

tialized from the ensemble mean, ubi,n on the ith DA

TABLE 1. Summary of numerical modeling experiments.

Expt name Model physics Initial conditions

Control Standard* AHW–DART

ensemble member 31

E1 Standard GFS operational analyses

E2 Standard AHW–DART

ensemble mean

E3 Standard except

with Tiedtke cumulus

parameterization

AHW–DART

ensemble member 31

* Details of the standard AHW–DART model physics are de-

scribed in section 2a.

FIG. 8. Comparison of time-averaged vertical profiles of the net

potential temperature tendencies for forecasts initialized usingAHW–

DART ensemble member 31 (dark gray line), GFS (black line; E1),

AHW–DART ensemble mean (medium gray line; E2), and AHW–

DART ensemble member 31 with Tiedtke convection (light gray line;

E3) averaged over the period 1–15 Aug 2010 and over the entire do-

main, but not including points within 4 grid points of the domain

boundary. All tendencies shown are averages over the 60–90-min

forecast time steps except for E1, which is shown for averages over the

300–330-min forecast time steps. Error bars represent the 70% confi-

dence intervals of the forecast tendencies as described in the text.
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FIG. 9. (a),(c),(e) Comparison of time-averaged vertical profiles of (a) net (black line), dynamics (blue line), and

physics (red line) tendencies; (c) net dynamics (blue line), large time-step dynamics (green line), and small time-

step dynamics (red line) tendencies; and (e) net diabatic (black line), radiation (red line), microphysics (blue line),

planetary boundary layer (magenta line), and cumulus (green line) tendencies from forecasts initialized from GFS

over the 150–180-min period (hour 5) of each simulation over the period 1–15Aug 2010 and over the entire domain,

but not including points within 4 grid points of the domain boundary. (b),(d),(f) As in (a),(c),(e), but for the time-

averaged tendencies over the 150–180-min period of each simulation from the GFS IC case minus the time-averaged

tendencies over the 60–90-min period of each simulation from ensemble member 31.
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cycle. That is, instead of (1) and (2), the mean increment

and tendencies when initializing forecasts from the en-

semble mean are

INC
i
5 fuai,0 2

gubi21,n and (10)

_u
b

i 5
ubi,n 2

fuai,0
Dt

da

, (11)

where fuai,0 is the ensemble mean analysis at the ith DA

cycle. Replacing (1) and (2) with (10) and (11) and fol-

lowing the procedure in section 2b, the equivalent

analysis increment in this case is
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where endpoints5guam,0 2
fub0,n, and where we refer to the

equivalent analysis increment as the right-hand side of

the ith DA cycle (RHSi) to avoid ambiguity with the

analysis increment of the ensemble given by (7). We

note that the second term on the right-hand side of

(12) is a new term that does not appear in (7). This new

term is the sum of the differences between the 6-h

forecasts of the individual ensemble members and the

mean of the prior, which we subsequently refer to as

the ‘‘prior difference’’ term. Figure 10a shows that the

analysis increment is in close agreement to the sum of

each term comprising the right-hand side of (12) when

including an estimate of the prior difference term. The

difference between the analysis increment term and

the right-hand sideof (12) arises because the right-hand side

no longer explicitly contains an analysis increment term as

defined by (10). Note that the prior difference term is quite

large, and in fact, it is the largest term in (12) at 700hPa, and

is larger in magnitude than the analysis increment.

To elucidate the differences between the evolution of

the forecasts initialized from an individual ensemble

member (control) and the forecasts initialized from the

ensemble mean (experiment E2), a cartoon is pro-

vided to illustrate forecasts within an individual DA

cycle at three different atmospheric levels: lower

(850hPa), middle (500hPa), and upper (200hPa) (Fig. 11).

In the control case at 200hPa, the forecast tendencies are

negative at around 20.2Kday21 (Fig. 10b). Thus, the

forecast tendencies generally decrease u after the analysis

time, and the ensemble envelope reflects the overall de-

crease in u of each of the ensemble members over time

(Fig. 11a). Nonzero mean tendencies imply that the model

u values are drifting away from observations. Thus, at the

end of the DA cycle, the analysis increment reflects the

‘‘pull’’ that the observations exert on the model forecast.

At 200hPa, both the forecast tendencies and the prior

difference terms are negative, large in magnitude, and

much larger in magnitude than the analysis increment

(Fig. 10a). The relatively small analysis increment indi-

cates that the ensemble envelope has not diverged from

observations as much as the forecasts in E2. The large

magnitude of the prior difference term, and the fact that

this term is much larger than the magnitude of the analysis

increment, indicate that forecasts in E2 are not represen-

tative forecasts of the ensemble itself. That is, forecasts

initialized from the ensemble mean exhibit drastically

different behavior than any individual ensemble forecast

member, and likely do not fall within the entire ensemble

envelope at 200hPa (Fig. 11a). This could indicate that the

analysis is fitting to the bias derived from ACARS obser-

vations, and thus the analysis has a large bias of opposite

FIG. 10. Vertical profiles of 6-h potential temperature change

(›u/›t; solid black line), analysis drift (‘‘endpoints’’; black dashed

line), 6-h forecast minus ensemble mean potential temperature

(prior difference; black ‘‘O’’), right-hand side (RHS; black ‘‘3’’),

and analysis increment (gray line) for the (a) forecasts initialized

from the ensemble mean and (b) forecasts initialized with ensemble

member 31. Values are averages over the period 0000 UTC 1 Aug–

1800 UTC 31 Aug 2010 in (a) and 0000 UTC 1 Aug–1800 UTC 15

Aug 2010 in (b) and are spatially averaged over the entire domain,

but not including points within 4 grid points of domain boundary.

See text for further details.
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sign relative to radiosondes. Model forecasts systemati-

cally move away from ACARS and toward radiosondes

(and perhaps the truth), and in this regard, the forecasts

initialized from the ensemble mean may be less biased

than any of those from the ensemblemembers.At 500hPa,

the magnitude of the prior difference term is again much

larger than the magnitude of the analysis increment, in-

dicating that forecasts inE2maynot liewithin the ensemble

envelope (Fig. 11b). The positive (negative) analysis in-

crement at 200 (500)hPa implies that ensemble u drifts to

values that are colder (warmer) than observations over

time. However, since tendencies are negative at both 200

and 500hPa, the forecasts in E2 must drift toward obser-

vations over time at 500hPa, but away fromobservations at

200hPa. In other words, forecast biases in E2 decrease in

time at 500hPa while they increase in the control. At

850hPa, the magnitudes of the analysis increment and the

tendencies are more comparable, while the prior difference

term is smaller in magnitude. This implies that forecasts

in E2 are similar to the control at 850hPa, and remain

within the ensemble envelope (Fig. 11c).

Note that E2 is a transpose-AMIP-type experiment

similar to E1, since forecasts using the same model as in

the control are initialized from different ICs. However,

the short-term tendencies in E2 do not bear much re-

semblance to those in either the control or E1. At all

levels below 175hPa, the mean forecast tendencies are

negative and are much lower in E2 than in the control

(cf. Figs. 8 and 12a). Indeed, at the levels where E2

forecasts drift closer to observations, the largest re-

ductions are in convective heating (Fig. 12b). Most of

the reductions at 500 hPa occur near the intertropical

convergence zone (ITCZ), and the reduction pattern

indicates that it is primarily localized regions of con-

vection that perhaps either do not occur, or are largely

reduced in the forecasts initialized from the ensemble

mean (Fig. 13). In conclusion, the MITA increment

method clearly is not a useful diagnostic of model error

when initializing forecasts from the ensemble mean.

d. Experiment E3: Changing the model

We now ask whether the apparent bias deriving

from the Kain–Fritsch convective scheme can easily

be alleviated by using a different convective parame-

terization. Experiment E3 shows that ‘‘switching’’ to a

different cumulus parameterization scheme reduces

the positive tendencies, but leads to an overall greater

model imbalance since the ICs were created using

the Kain–Fritsch parameterization (Figs. 7b and 8).

The convective heating tendencies in E3 do not exhibit

the same oscillatory pattern as those from the control

case (not shown), though the sudden decreases in

Kain–Fritsch each hour do not appear to affect the

overall net bias or its diagnosis, so long as a sufficient

number of time steps are used when computing model

bias with theMITA increment method. Torn andDavis

(2012) showed that when cycling the AHW–DART

DA system using the Tiedtke cumulus parameteriza-

tion, forecast bias is indeed reduced by ;1Kday21 at

700 hPa, with a net zero bias when averaged over the

FIG. 11. Cartoon of the potential temperature forecast evolution

at (a) 200, (b) 500, and (c) 850 hPa. The data assimilation cycle is

indicated by index i, while time is given by t, ranging from time

steps 0 to n. Observations are indicated by the thick, black line

labeled uo(t). The gray line denotes a deterministic forecast evo-

lution in potential temperature, where the initial state is equal to

the ensemble mean values. The gray shading denotes an ensemble

forecast envelope. The deterministic potential temperature at the

analysis time and time step n are given by ui(0) and ui(n), re-

spectively. The ensemble mean potential temperature at the

analysis time and time step n are given by gui(0) and gui(n), re-

spectively. The potential temperature ensemble mean analysis in-

crement is indicated by INCi.
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vertical column. Thus, even a slight modification to

the model with the change of convective parameteri-

zation renders a slow adjustment from initial condi-

tions to the model’s own attractor, such that short-term

forecast tendencies do not represent the true model

bias.

4. Summary and conclusions

Themean initial tendency analysis (MITA) increment

method was applied here for the first time in a limited-

area model (LAM) to diagnose systematic forecast

biases in the Advanced Hurricane WRF Data Assimila-

tion (DA)ResearchTestbed (AHW–DART) forecasting

system during the 2010 Atlantic hurricane season. The

AHW–DART system performed cycling DA every 6h

using a 96-member DART implementation of the en-

semble adjustment Kalman filter (EAKF) technique

from 28 July to 7 November 2010. Forecast tendencies of

an individual ensemble member were analyzed here

during a subset of the cycling period from 0000 UTC

1 August to 1800 UTC 15 August 2010. To isolate

model error from the model’s adjustment from initial

conditions, we sought an analysis of the time steps after

which the net tendencies converged to a nearly con-

stant value and that was represented by the mean

analysis increment (e.g., Judd et al. 2008; Klocke and

Rodwell 2014).

Results showed that there were systematic model

biases in potential temperature, including a warm bias

near the surface and a smaller but vertically elongated

warm bias in the middle troposphere. The warm bias

near the surface derived from the PBL parameteriza-

tion, and was due to erroneously fixed sea surface tem-

peratures in AHW–DART. This led to strong upward

sensible heat fluxes and, hence, warmer low-level tem-

peratures than observed. A cold bias at 200 hPa is likely

related to a documented instrument bias in ACARS.

The middle tropospheric warm bias was found to de-

rive from the convective heating parameterization.

Evaluation of this bias revealed several interesting as-

pects of the model’s spinup from initial conditions.

First, there was an initial fast component of spinup con-

sisting of; 2model time steps related to a time lag for the

convective heating parameterization to initiate, similar

to the first time-step tendencies described byRodwell and

Palmer (2007), where it was noted that the first time step

differed due to structural differences when beginning

forecasts from the analysis. Second, changing the con-

vective heating parameterization from the Kain–Fritsch

to Tiedtke scheme reduced the magnitude of convective

heating; however, the model failed to reach an equilib-

rium tendency within the DA cycling period since the

Tiedtke scheme was not used in the forecast model used

in creating the initial conditions. This confirmed that

short-term forecasts could only successfully isolate model

and initial condition error when using a native analysis.

Third, short-term forecast tendencies in experiments us-

ing GFS and ensemble mean ICs both failed to reach

equilibrium states within the DA cycling period, and the

GFS IC experiment did not yield nearly constant forecast

tendencies until around forecast day 3. Interestingly, the

pattern of the time-averaged vertical profiles of the

GFS IC experiment were similar to the control experi-

ment using native ICs by forecast hour 5, yielding the

possibility that the tendencies could still be beneficial in

qualitatively diagnosing model bias. Since these results

FIG. 12. Comparison of vertical profile differences of (a) net

dynamics (black line), large time-step dynamics (black dashed

line), and small time-step dynamics (gray dashed line) tendencies

and (b) net diabatic (black line), radiation (thick black dashed

line), microphysics (black ‘‘O’’), planetary boundary layer

(black ‘‘3’’), and cumulus (thin black) between the forecasts

initialized from the ensemble mean and the forecasts initialized

from ensemble member 31 (ensemble mean 2 member 31).

Tendencies are averaged over the 60–90-min period of each

simulation over the period 1–15 Aug 2010 and over the entire

domain, but not including points within 4 grid points of the do-

main boundary.
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are valid with one modeling configuration, more in-

vestigation is needed to make a stronger generalization.

In general, due to the relatively short forecast lead times

between DA cycles in typical mesoscale LAM configu-

rations, it may only be possible to diagnose the systematic

model bias using short-term forecast tendencies when

initializing forecasts from a native analysis.

In any case, it is helpful if the net forecast tendencies

converge to a nearly constant value when the forecast

tendencies represent the mean analysis increment. Such

convergence does not necessarily occur in the first few

time steps, even when using a native analysis, and there

are time steps throughout the model integration where

tendencies may not represent the net model bias due to

convective adjustments in the convective parameteri-

zation scheme. Forecast tendencies in preliminary work

with the WRF Model in a similar configuration over a

different region whereDt5 144 s do not equilibrate until

around 25 time steps. Since this is the first time applying

the MITA increment method in a LAM with relatively

small time steps, we cannot make a general conclusion

regarding the number of time steps, and future work

would be helpful to determine this aspect.

The implementation of the MITA increment method

here was used as a postprocessing tool requiring large

files to accommodate tendencies at every time step.

Analyzing tendencies from shorter time intervals can be

successful as long as the forecast model has appropri-

ately spun up to represent the mean analysis increment.

An alternative computational approach is to retain a

running sum of the tendencies within the modeling in-

tegration framework; the authors plan to implement this

approach in future WRF releases.

The warm middle tropospheric bias has previously

been connected to tropical cyclone track errors in the

AHW system during the 2010 North Atlantic hurricane

season by Torn and Davis (2012) and Galarneau and

Davis (2013). In particular, Torn and Davis (2012)

showed that a temperature bias of 1K centered at

700 hPa over much of the western Atlantic Ocean could

FIG. 13. AHW–DART differences at 500 hPa between the 60–90-min tendencies from forecasts initialized from the ensemble mean and

the forecasts initialized from ensemble member 31 (ensemble mean 2 member 31) with the (a) net, (b) cumulus, (c) microphysical, and

(d) radiative tendencies.
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be attributed to a lack of shallow convection from the

Kain–Fritsch scheme. This heating bias led to an easterly

wind bias and westerly TC forecast track bias. In con-

trast to deep convection, shallow convection produces

cooling (heating) above (below) the top of the PBL

(Han and Pan 2011). Thus, if convection is ‘‘triggered,’’

but shallow convection is underrepresented, a warm bias

will be evident above the PBL top where there would

otherwise be cooling in a shallow convection regime.

Our tests showed that while switching forecasts from

using the Kain–Fritsch to Tiedtke convective heating

parameterization reduced the magnitude of the con-

vective heating tendencies, systematic improvement in

forecast bias could not be isolated from the differences

in initial conditions. Given that the use of the MITA

increment method would require removing these dif-

ferences in initial conditions by cycling DA with the

Tiedtke parameterization, the results of Torn and Davis

(2012) support these results since they did not similarly

find a warm temperature bias in the middle troposphere

when they cycled the AHW–DART DA system using

the Tiedtke parameterization.

Given the complexities of parameterizing physical

processes in numerical models, it is greatly beneficial to

employ a mesoscale forecasting system for which fore-

casts are initialized from its own DA system. This

provides a method to properly diagnose the source of

model error, and substantially alleviates initial condition

spinup. Although this method cannot automatically de-

termine causation, it is a necessary step that objectively

narrows the source of error so that ‘‘educated’’ hypothesis

tests can be subsequently devised. An ideal application

with this method is in data-sparse regions where un-

certainty in model parameterizations is relatively high

andwhere flow-dependent background error information

in the EAKF could be advantageous (e.g.,Whitaker et al.

2009). One such region is over the Southern Ocean,

where there are relatively few in situ data near an active

storm track.
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